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The deformable stochastic boundary method developed previously for &eating simple hquids without periodic bounky
conditions., is extended to the ST:! model of water. The method is illustrated by a molecular dynamics simulation of a
sphere containing 98 water molecules. Comparison with the results of the periodic boundary simulation by StiUinger and
Rahman shows very good agreement for structural and dynamic properties.

Molecular dynamics simulations have provided important insights into the details of condensed phase
chemical dynamics [ 1). More recently, the application of molecular dynamics to proteins has opened the
way for understanding the relation between structure,
dynamics and function in these molecules [24].
Although considerable progress has been made, the study
of reactive processes in solution [5-7)
and in biomolecules [8] by the methods of molecular dynamics still
remains a challenging problem.

a protein [S] _~~0~~
of considerable interest, such
a srmple treatment mvolving hard boundaries and a:lowmg no energy transfer can introduce artifacts into
the results. An alternative, more realistic approach
surrounds the act& region by a stochastic heat bath.
This heat bath should be constructed to preserve the
equhbrium structure and structural fluctuations m
the region near the reaction site. It can also provrde an
appropriate sink and source for the local energy fluc-

tuations which are produced by the reaction.
Two closely related approaches to the problem of
constructing such a localized simulation system have

A feature of many reactive processes in dense media
(liquids, solids, and proteins) is their spatial localization, e-g., butane isomerization in water requires consideration only of the regon around the butane molecule and an enzyme catalysed reaction takes place in
an active site. For such localized processes, relatrvely
few atoms participate drrectly and it is desirable to
eliminate from the calculation the need to determine

been proposed recently [Q,lO]. In these approaches
the effects of distant solvent atoms are included by
introducmg two types of contributions. First, there
is a static force field that mimics the detailed atomatom interactions and second, there is an intermediate
region of Iangevin particles which account for the
many-body dissipative and random force interactions.
To construct such a reaction system, the may-body

the detailed dynamics of atoms distant from the reaction site. This clearly implies that the use of standard
molecular dynamics with periodic boundary conditions is inefficient, if not inappropriate. The simplest
approach to the problem is to treat a region around
the reactive site by molecular or activated dynamics
and to surround it by a fured set of atoms whose potentials act on the particles in the reaction region. This
has been done in a simulation of aromatic ring flips in

solvent is decomposed into two major regions, a
boundary or reservoir region and a reaction zone. The
reaction zone is further divided into a reaction region
and a buffer region. Atoms in the reaction region are
treated by molecular dynamics in accord with Newton’s
equations. The buffer region atoms evolve in time accordmg to Langevin dynamrcs and therefore provide
the stochastic heat bath. The boundary or reservoir
region surrounds the reaction zone and provides a static
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force field that maintains the equrlibrinm properties
of the atoms in the reaction zone. Neglect of these
static forces is known from earlier work to lead to spurious density effects within the simulation region [ 10,
111.
The major difference between the two proposed
methods is in the representation of the static force
field. Berkowitz and McCammon [9] introduce the
reservoir region forces by explicitly includmg a shell
of fmed atoms. In the method proposed by Brooks and
Karplus [IO], the static forces are computed from an
analytic mean field approach, this avoids any dependence of the results on the chosen reservoir structure
and eliminates the necessity of explicitly mcluding
many addrtronal force centers from the reservorr regron in the computation [9] _Both approaches yield
radial distribution and velocity autocorrelation functions for liquid argon in satisfactory agreement with
full computer simulations
The purpose of this paper is to explore the extension of these boundary methods to more complicated
fluids The specific system we examine IS the ST2
model for liquid water [ 12]* _ The ST2 model was
chosen for our imtial investigation because of its rmportance as a water model and because its properties
are well established
from conventional simulations
[ 12,131; application of the approach to the other water
models now in use would be straightforward [14] _ As
we show below, a combination of the ideas introduced
in the two boundary simulations for simple fluids
provides a model for a localized simulation of ST2
water with properties that justify its application to
specific problems of reactions in solution and its extension to biomolecules.

2. Method
A representative configuratron of water molecules
was chosen to fill a sphere of 15.7 A radius. This configuration was constructed by periodically repeating
an equilibrated cubic box of 125 water molecules obtained from a previous Monte Carlo simulation ofMCY
water [15] and “cutting away” all molecules with centers outside the 15.7 A sphere. The resulting 15.7 A
sphere of 534 molecules represents the simulation sysl

Fur a comparrson of different water molecules, seeref. [ 13 J_
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tern. It was partitioned into a preliminary reaction
zone consrstmg of the molecules within a radrus of
10.7 A from the origin (168 molecules) and the reservoir region comprised of the remainder of the system
between IO-7 and 15.7 A (365 molecules); the final
reaction zone used m the simulations was a reduced
sphere with a 9 PI radius. All the water molecules were
adjusted to the correct ST2 geometry with the SHAKE
algorithm and the lone pair positions were built usmg
the computer
program CHABMM [ 16]_ This procedure
produced a starting configuration of ST2 molecules
with a mean density near 0.0334 molecules/A3
(0.9982 g/cm3) appropriate for water at 283 K and
1 atm.
The most direct approach to utilizing this spherical

system is to follow the method
McCammon

of Berkowitz

[9], i.e. to perform a dynamics

and

simulation

for the molecules within the reaction zone in the field
of the fured molecular force centers in the reservoir
region. A short simulation was performed for such a
system

with the reaction

lar dynamics

reaction

zone

region

consisting
extendmg

of a molecufrom

the origin

to 6-O A and a fangevin

buffer region between radii
6.0 and 9.0 A. The reservoir region in this simulation
consisted of fixed molecules between radii 9.0 and
14.7 A. The 9-O A reaction zone was chosen to be
consistent with the average boundary force simulation
(see below).
As an alternative to the fared molecule reservoir
region, boundary
forces on the molecules
in the reaction zone were determined by an adaptation of the
mean field approach of Brooks and Karplus [lo] _To
obtain a radial force acting on each site (oxygen, hydrogens, lone pairs) of the ST2 molecules, an average
over positions within the reaction zone was performed.
It consisted of placing an ST2 site at a position (r,0,@)
within the cavity defined by the reservoir region and
computing the force on this site due to interactions
with the static reservoir molecules. The radial component of this force was projected out and accumulated
on a radial grid of 0.08 A for angular grids (a0 and
a@) of 10”. The radial forces were then averaged over
spherical surfaces for each r by use of a bicubic spline
integration scheme to yield an average ST2 site boundary force. From the tabulated forces a potential was
computed by a trapezoidal integration and fitted to
a cubic spline on the grid of points. The resulting
spline coefficients served to defme a boundary poten-
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tral with a consistent set of first and second derivative
functions for the numerical studies.
Decomposition of the forces on an ST2 molecule
into individual site contributions involves an approximation due to the electrostatic switching function
centered on the oxygen in the model [ 12]_ To circumvent thus problem it was assumed that the test ST2
site and the test ST2 oxygen atom were comcident m
the calculation of the boundary forces. This maintains
the site decomposrbllity and the radral nature of the
boundary forces, but essentially eliminates the electrostatic contributions from the boundary force
Given the boundary forces and the reactron zone,
the positrons of the water molecules were relaxed to
relieve close contacts between water molecules and the
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model and our use of ngrd molecules. The friction
coefficient for the oxygens, 5 1.3 ps-’ , was chosen to
be consistent with the center of mass translational
diffusion coefficient near 283 K.

3. Results and discussion
In this section we describe briefly the simulation
and results obtamed with the exphclt f=ed molecule
model for the reservoir region and then concentrate
on the average boundary force model.
3 1. Fixed molecular

boundary force

boundary by performing 200 steps of constrained
energy minimization with a conjugate gradrent meth-

A trial simulation was carried out for 2.7 ps, 1.5 ps
of thermalization and equilibration plus 1.2 ps of dy-

od [ 171. The molecules within the reactlon region
were then propagated according to molecular dynamics with a combination of SHAKE and the Verlet
algorithm [ 16]_ The stochastic dynamics algorithm
employed for motion in the buffer region is a variant
of the Verlet algorithm and is based on the simple
Langevin equation in the limit that fl Af Q 1, with At
the time step in the integration_ The algorithm, written
here for a generic atomic coordinate x, is

namics for analysis. At the end of this short srmulation
period, it was clear that the fluid was too structured
with the density of molecules increasing towards the
boundary region. Specifically, the oxygen atom velocity autocorrelation
function was highly oscillatory and
the site-site radial distribution functions were of poor
quality. Apparently, the exphclt molecule static reservoir region was “freezing” water molecules on its surface_ This is not surpnsing in view of the strong drrecri0na.l forces present due to hydrogen bonding (electrc-

~(t + Ar) = (1 +$flAr)-’

static) interactions.

+ [F(t)

+f(r)]

{2x(r)

Ar2/nl +$(r

-x(r

- Ar)pAt),

where fi 1s the frictron constant andf(t)
random force with statistical properties
(f(t)>

= 0 ,

<f(r)f(O)>

- Ar)

= 2X-, Tbm6 (f)

(I)

(2)

The force F(r) is the sum of terms from direct interactions involving molecules in the reaction zone and
the contribution from the reservoir region. In the
first approach this is calculated by summmg over all
interactions; in the second approach, the force due to
the reservoir regron can be written as
I;L(ri)

= (r’/lr’l)FQIr’l),

3.2 Averaged

bowldory force

is a gaussian

(3)

where force FL 1s the boundary force on site i obtained
by the averaging and fitting procedure described above.
The Lmgevin forces were applied to the oxygen
atoms for ST2 molecules within the buffer region. Assignment of friction only to the oxygen atom centers
is consistent with the spirit of a simplified heat bath

Fig. 1 shows the average boundary potentials obtained for the sites of ST2 water. We see that the potentials acting on the hydrogens and lone pairs are essentially constant over the region of interest. while
that for the oxygen approximates a simple van der
Waals potential with a strong repulsion as the atom
approaches the boundary. This results from the fact
that the mode1 employed here averages out most of
the electrostatic contributions; this would be expected
from a uniform she11 boundary. Such a structureless
potential is a good first approximation that avoids the
freezing effects noted in the simulation with the fmed
molecule boundary force. However, a more detailed
representation of the electrostatic interactions at the
boundary may be important for the study of inhomogeneous systems, such as solvated biomolecules. Use
of the analytic deformable boundary treatment [lo]
497
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cules in the reaction zone would have rarsed the
sity to 0.0334 molecules/A3. In this simulatron,
ecules within an 82 A radius sphere centered at
origin were labeled as reactron region molecules
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moved with the molecular dynamics algorithm. The
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remaining molecules between 82 and 9-O A were labeled as buffer region moiecules and propagated according to the stochastic molecular dynamics algorithm_
Since molecules go from one region to another during
the course of the simulation, the labeling was updated
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Fig. 1 Sile boundary potentials for ST2 water. The boundary
potential in kcal/mol is plotted versus separation of the site
from the originr in A: (a) the ST2 oxygen site;(b) the ST2
hydrogen site and the ST2 lone pair zite.

for a srte decomposable model (e-g., TIPS water [ 1214]) introduces more structure than appears here.
A molecular
dynamics simulation w% performed
with the boundary potential just described and 98 ST2
molecules in a sphere of 9.0 A radius, comprising the
reaction zone. This reduced radius results from the
spherical averaging of the boundary force over the
nonuniform
10.7 A cavity in the reservoir region-For
the oxygens, most of the contribution to the boundary
force comes from Lennard-Jones interactions with
static reservoir ST2 molecules near the boundary_ The
average position of these ST2 molecules is roughly
CR>= 10.7 A + $ ROO, where ROO is the separation
at which go0 (r), the oxygen+xygen
distribution
function, has its first maximum (see e-g. fig. 3a). The
repulsive “waW from this averaged Lermard-Jones
interaction occurs at approximately CRR)- o;with R,
~2.84~~do=3.1A,thisisequalto~9.0~,the
effective radius of the reaction zone. The dynamics
simulation was carried out for 20 ps (with a tune step
of 0.001 ps); the resulting average temperature and
density within a 9.0 A sphere were 286 K and 0.0321
molecules/A3, respectively; four-additional Sl2 mole498

From the 20 ps simulation,

basic properties de-

scribing the equilibrium structure and dynamics of the
system were computed; the entire simulation per-rod
was used for analysis since no differences were observed
in separate analyses of 5 ps subperiods. The properties
computed include the oxygen atom velocity autocorrelation function and its spectral density for the oxy-

gen atoms within a 6.0 A radms analysis reDon centered
at the origin (fig_ 2), the site-site radial distribution
functions around molecules within a 4.0 i$ analysis
sphere (fig. 3) and the density profile of molecules
withm the 9-O A radius reaction zone (fig. 4)
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Fig. 2. Velocity autoconelation
function and spectral density function for the ST2 oxygen atom: (a) The normalized
velocity autocorrelation function versus time t, in ps; (b) the
spectral density in ps WINS frequency W. in ps?_
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4. Normalized local dcnslty profiler the local molecular
density within each of 10 equaf volume shells inside a 9.0 A
radius sphere is plotted versus shell number; the avenge number density ((~1) = 0 3709/A3) is taken as the reference value.

dlstributxm
functions versus site-site separation r in A; (a) Oxygen-oxygen distribution function; (b)

Fig- 3. Radnl

oxygen-hydrogen
hydrogen

distnbutxm

distribution

function and hydrogen-

function.

The velocity autocorrelation
function and its spectral density are in good agreement with the standard
periodic boundary molecular dynamics ST2 simulation
results by Stillinger and R&man [ 12]_ The self-diffusion
coefficient for the-oxygen atom (GFGZh is essentially
the ST2 center of mass) isD = 2.3 X 10-S cm’/s, in
reasonable agreement with earlier work (0 = 1 .P X 1 Ows
cm2/s at 283 K)_ The site-site radial distribution
functions also show good agreement with the results
of Stillinger and Rahman out to a distance including
the second peak, is. the positions of the maxima and
m&ma and their amplitudes are accurate out to ~5 0
A. Beyond the second peak, go0 drops off too much
due to the lack of “permdic image”moiecules
outside
the 9 .OA radms sphere, which is not corrected for ix the
present an~ysis~corresponding
behavior is observed in
goH and gHH . The partitioning of molecular density
(see fig.4) withm successive equal volume shells inside
the 9.0 A radius sphere is reasonably uniform except
near the boundary where rt falls off_ We emphasize that
this uniformity is an important feature which must be reproduced in finite simulation regions. It indicates the
absence of spurious edge or boundary effects [ 10,l l] _

The results obtained for the simulation of ST2 water
in a 9.0 A sphere without periodic boundary conditionshre very encouraging_ Extension of the earlier
work for liquid argon to a realistic representation of a
molecular solvent is an important step in the study of
the dynamics of localized chemical processes_ Such
models and analytic extensions of them [ 141 will allow
one to study processes occurring ir. solution over time
scales that would be prohrbrtwe if a much larger number of solvent particles had to be included [18] _Moreover, difficulties ansing from periodic boundary conditions in exothermic or endothermic processes are
avoided [9,10]_ When the present methodology is
combined with analogous approaches for eliminating
distant non-participating atoms in bioxnolecules, a
powerful approach for studying biological activity in
localized sites emerges [19]_
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